Getting Started
With Your
Newton Enhancement Pack
Welcome to the Newton Enhancement Pack! The
Enhancement Pack includes a 2 MB storage card
preloaded with several useful Newton applications:
m Action Names helps you stay in touch with your
contacts.
m Graffiti is a new, faster way of entering text on your
Newton.
m Newton Utilities has four parts—Memory Manager,
Scrapbook, Shortcuts, and Software Manager—that help
you keep your Newton working at peak efficiency,
quickly access frequently used items and commands,
and organize your Newton applications.
The Enhancement Pack also includes documentation
for each application and backup copies of the
applications on floppy disks for your Macintosh or
Windows computer.
The plastic pouch mentioned on page 6
of your Graffiti User’s Guide is not included in the
Enhancement Pack.
Note:
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To use the Enhancement Pack applications, simply insert the
Enhancement Pack card in your Newton’s card slot. The
applications will appear in your Extras Drawer. For more
information on each application, see the documentation for
that application that came with the Enhancement Pack:
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m Action Names: Agenda
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m Graffiti: Graffiti, Help, Tutorial, ShortCuts
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m Newton Utilities: Memory Manager, Scrapbook, Shortcuts,
Software Manager
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Technical Support
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For technical support please call one of the following
numbers. For best service please have ready your Newton,
your software and its documentation, and a description of
the problem.
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m Action Names

1-408-730-0266

m Graffiti

1-415-949-9300

m Newton Utilities

1-800-SOS-APPL
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Tips for using your
Newton Enhancement Pack
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The following tips may help you as you use the applications
in your Newton Enhancement Pack.
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Using Graffiti
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Remember to tap on the screen where you want to write
before entering text in the Graffiti window.
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Using Newton Utilities
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The Newton Utilities packages (Scrapbook, Shortcuts,
Software Manager, and Memory Manager) require version 1.3
or higher of the Newton operating system. To see the
version number of your operating system, tap Extras to open
the Extras Drawer, then tap Prefs. The version number
appears at the bottom of the screen.
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To move applications, you use the Software Manager
package that’s part of Newton Utilities. Go to Software
Manager by tapping SoftMgr in the Extras Drawer. Tap the
package you want to move, tap the Action button µ, then
tap “Move package to internal.” See the Newton Utilities
manual that came with your Enhancement Pack for more
information.
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You may want to move some of the Enhancement Pack
applications to Newton’s internal memory. For example, if
you frequently use Graffiti to enter information, you’ll
probably want it available even when another storage card is
inserted.
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Moving applications from the storage card
to Newton’s internal memory
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Using Action Names with Newton Connection
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Information in Action Names’ user-definable fields is not
visible when you use Newton Connection to view your
Action Names information on your personal computer.
(You can view these fields on your computer using the
Action Names DataLink software, available from iambic
Software at 1-800-730-5370.) However, the information
contained in these fields is copied to your computer when
you synchronize with your Newton, and it is restored when
you synchronize with your Newton or restore your Newton
information from a synchronized file.
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Using the backup disk

In the unlikely event that something goes wrong with the
card containing the Enhancement Pack applications, you can
restore them to your Newton’s internal memory or to a
storage card, using the floppy disk provided with your
Enhancement Pack. You’ll also need the Newton Connection
Kit and a Macintosh or Windows computer.
To restore applications, follow these steps:
1 Make sure that Newton Connection is installed on your

computer.
2 Tap Card B in your Newton’s Extras Drawer and choose

whether you want to store packages on a storage card or in
internal memory.
3 Connect your Newton to your computer using the cable that

came with your Newton Connection Kit.
4 Insert the backup floppy disk.

Use the floppy disk formatted for the kind of computer you
have (Macintosh or Windows).
5 Double-click the icon of the application you want to install.

Newton Connection opens and you see a message
instructing you to open a connection from your Newton.
6 In the Newton’s Extras Drawer, tap Connection k. Tap the

kind of connection you made to your computer, then tap
Connect.
The package is installed. Repeat the process for any other
applications you want to restore.
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